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Every maximal ideal in the algebra 2DM of infinitely-differentiable

functions on an «-dimensional compact manifold 9C„ is of the form

M(x) = {/£ £>"° :/(x) =0} for some fixed x£9Cn. The smallest primary

ideal in M(x), i.e. the smallest ideal contained in no maximal ideal

other than M(x), is J(x) = |/GSDM:/=0 on some neighborhood V¡ of

x}. These two facts more or less exhaust our purely algebraic knowl-

edge of the ideals in 3D00. But 3)°° has also a natural complete metric

vector space topology under which a series ^/* 1S sa>d to converge

if for each differential operator D the derived series ^Dfk con-

verges uniformly. The closure of J(x) in this topology is the smallest

closed primary ideal in M(x), and every closed ideal is the intersection

of closed primary ideals. See Whitney [4], Schwartz [3]. J(x) can

be described concretely as the / that vanish together with all deriva-

tives at x. (And most sophomore calculus students are convinced

that 7(0) contains precisely two elements: e-1/** and 0.)

\i h\, • ■ ■ , hnÇzM(x) are local coordinate functions on 9C„, then

their images X\, • • • , Xn generate the quotient algebra D°°//(x) and

the mapping 3)°°—*SD°0/7(x) sends every/ into its formal taylor series

expansion in these coordinates. The following proposition shows that

£>°°/J(x) is actually the algebra of all formal power series in X\, • • • ,

Xn. The one-dimensional case was proved by E. Borel [l] half a

century ago, and recently re-proved by Rosenthal [2]. Although the

«-dimensional case is well-known to persons interested in the behavior

of derivatives, it seems never to have been written down publicly.

And the present proof has some merit even for « = 1.

Proposition 1. Let AP1,...Pn be an arbitrary family of complex num-

bers, indexed by n-tuples (pi, • • ■ , pn) of non-negative integers. Then

there exists some infinitely-differentiable function f of n real variables

that has as its derivatives at the origin exactly these complex numbers.

y • ■•(*)m '•■•°>->—

It will be convenient to make «-dimensional statements in a one-

dimensional   notation.   For  any  «-tuple  P = (pi, • • • ,  pn)   define
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\P\ =pi+ ■ ■ ■ +pn. For any point x = (£i, • • •, £«) in real «-space

and any /£ 2D°° write /(P) (x) instead of

/ d V / d Y"

y -(5) **• ■•■■**
We are looking for an / that satisfies all the conditions

/(«(O) = \p.

Since we are concerned only with what happens near the origin, every

/ that appears in our calculations will be assumed to vanish for

|*| èl. Write 11/11 forsuPl|/(*)|.
Proof of Proposition 1. We shall construct by induction a se-

quence fk of functions satisfying

(1) /oP)(0) + • ■ • +fiF\0) = Xp, for | P| = *,

(2) fiP\0)=0, for |P| < J6,

(3) ||/m < 2-», îor\p\<k.

We can then define/= ^/*. The series will converge in £)°° by condi-

tion (3), and its derivatives can be evaluated term by term, giving

/(F)(0) =/f (0)4- • • • +/,(?|(0) + £*>lP|./f)(0)=Ap+0, Q.E.D.
To construct/o is trivial. And given/0, • • • ,/*_i then an/* satisfy-

ing (1) and (2) can be manufactured by multiplying a suitable poly-

nomial times a function =1 near the origin and =0 for [*| ^1. If

now/* does not satisfy (3) replace it by p~*/*(p*) =p~*/*(p£i, • • • , p£n)

with some large positive p. The new/* still satisfies (1) and (2) and

has ||/tP)|| as small as we like for \P\ <k.

With the help of various series and integral transforms, Proposi-

tion 1 can be used to solve moment problems. Proposition 2 below is

offered as a sample. It is exactly the fourier transform of Proposition

1, except that the family \P must be modified to compensate for

multiplication by iiPl. Recall that the transform of a compact-sup-

ported function is analytic, and that for every m > 0 the transform of

an infinitely-differentiable function vanishes faster at infinity than

|*| -*.

Proposition 2. Given an arbitrary family ^■Pl-..Pn of complex num-

bers indexed by n-tuples of non-negative integers, there exists an analytic

function f whose (Pi, ■ ■ ■ , p*)th moment is \Pl...Pn for each (Pi, • • • ,

P»).
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JVtti. • • • . Ín)t • • • ¿"dh • • • dfc. - XW...„.

¿4// integrals are absolutely convergent.
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